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1. Introduction – Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have drawn considerable attraction as superior field

emission materials due to their extremely large aspect ratios of nanometer-scale diameters to μm-scale

lengths and excellent electrical, thermal and mechanical properties. Commercial CNTs have been usually

synthesized by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) because of good scalability, high yield and low growth

temperature. However, The CVD-CNTs are generally poor in crystallinity because they are synthesized at

a low temperature of 600~900 °C. Thus the field emitters fabricated with CVD-CNTs have revealed poor

field emission characteristics due to their low crystallinity in particular when they are exposed to high

temperature during vacuum packaging or operated at high current [1]. The electric arc discharge method

has been known to produce highly crystalline CNTs because of their high growth temperature of ~ 3000

°C. This study synthesized highly crystalline CNTs having high thermal stability by electric arc discharge

and characterized their field emission properties in comparison with those of CVD-CNTs. Compared with

the CVD-CNTs, the arc-CNTs showed higher turn-on voltages due to their larger diameters but

demonstrated longer lifetimes probably due to their greater crystallinity.

2. Experimental - DC electricity (80 A, 20~25 V) was supplied between anode and cathode electrodes

made of graphite. This study synthesized highly crystalline CNTs by electric arc discharge using a gas

mixture of N2 and O2. The optimum gas condition was 120 torr at the N2/O2 ratio of 9:1. The cathode

electrode had a square shape with a size of 100x100x100 mm3, and the anode electrode was a rod with the

diameter of 8 mm and the length of 150 mm. As the graphite anode electrode was consumed by arc

discharge, the carbon deposit containing CNTs was formed on the cathode electrode surface. We prepared

CNT pastes by blending CNTs, inorganic fillers, organic binder (ethylcellulose) and solvent (texanol).

The field emitters were fabricated by screen printing the CNT pastes as dots on metal substrates, firing at

400 C in air and heat treatment at 830 C in vacuum. Field emission characteristics were measured in

diode and triode configurations.

3. Results and Discussion – The G/D peak ratios in Raman spectra were 4.8 and 43.7 for CVD- and arc-

CNTs, respectively. In addition, the oxidation temperature of the arc-CNTs was 861 C while that of the

CVD-CNTs was 558 C. The arc-CNTs showed much higher crystallinity than the CVD-CNTs. Field

emission properties of arc-CNTs were compared with those of CVD-CNTs. The arc-CNTs showed higher

turn-on voltages in I-V curves than the CVD-CNTs proably due to their larger diameters. In the diode and

triode lifetime measurements where an anode current was kept at a constant value, however, the voltage

was gradually decreased with time and thereafter steadily maintained at a constant level for the arc-CNTs

while the voltage was increased continuously for the CVD-CNTs. The excellent field emission lifetime

performance of the arc-CNTs is attributed to their high crystallinity.

4. Conclusions – The arc-CNTs showed much higher G/D peak ratios and oxidation temperatures than

the CNTs produced by CVD. Compared to the CVD-CNTs, the arc-CNTs showed better field emission

characteristics, in particular, lifetime performance. The CVD-CNTs are a promising field emission

material for high-end applications such as cold-cathode x-ray tubes and flat lamps.
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